Snæfellsnes super jeep day tour 2021
From Keflavík/Reykjavík | 1 day tour | Approx. 10 h | All year around
The Snæfellsnes super jeep day tour explores the area around the Snaefellsjokull, where Jules Verne brought his
characters down to the centre of the Earth. Via Borgarnes we enter the Snæfellsnes peninsula to Langá, famous
salmon fishing river, followed by the villages of Stykkishólmur, Grundafjördur and Ólafsvík, passing by Kirkjufell.
Stop at the black sand beaches of Djupalonssandur, with rock formations and uncommon cliffs. Right by the
famous volcano, we continue from the village of Hellnar to Arnastapi. Prepare yourself for a beautiful and
uncommon walk through some basaltic rock formations. Stop in Budir and return to Reykjavík.

Included
Pick up and Drop of Guests at the Hotel
Super Jeep with Driver-Guide
Fuel
Basic car insurance – Collision Damage Waiver | Super CDW Insurance and Gravel protection

Thósmörk super jeep day tour 2021
From Keflavík/Reykjavík | 1 day tour | Approx. 10 h | All year around
The Thósmörk super jeep day tour is a classic which has its first stop at the Seljalandsfoss waterfall, where, on foot,
you can walk behind the waterfall. We continue to Thósmörk where, after crossing a few rivers without a bridge,
you’ll go for a walk/hiking which can reach a maximum of 1,5 h. After seeing the stunning valley behind the famous
Eyjafjallajokull volcano and glacier (which stopped aerial traffic in Europe in 2010), we continue to the Skogafoss
waterfall and to the black sand beach afterwards, with the famous Reynir basaltic formations. Return to Reykjavík.

Included
Pick up and Drop of Guests at the Hotel
Super Jeep with Driver-Guide
Fuel
Basic car insurance – Collision Damage Waiver | Super CDW Insurance and Gravel protection

The Fantastic Waterfalls super jeep day tour
From Akureyri| 1 day tour | Approx. 8 h | All year around
On this tour we will take you for a journey to some of the most beautiful waterfalls in Northern Iceland. The first
one being Goðafoss (Waterfall of the gods). From there we will drive up the Bárðardalur valley towards the waste
highlands where we will have to do a little Off-Road trailing to reach the majestic waterfall Aldeyjarfoss. The
concertinaed black basalt columns provide a stark contrast against the thrashing white foam, making it one of
Iceland’s most photographic gems. Then, Hrafnabjargafoss. This waterfall is not known by many and very few
tourists ever see it. The falls spreads out over a series of cliffs and at one place it falls into a closed rock bowl. After
testing our skills in the harsh highlands we take you on a Off-Road expedition. Return back to Akureyri.
minimum 2 PAX | Ask us for a group budget!

Included: Pick up and Drop of Guests at the Hotel | Super Jeep with Driver-Guide | Fuel
Basic car insurance – Collision Damage Waiver | Super CDW Insurance and Gravel protection
General advice: Take a raincoat, wind-proof jacket, appropriate shoewear and water bottle, snack or lunch, camera and... good mood!
* Any changes to the programmes due to weather conditions or other force majeure will be safeguarded.
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